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Abstract. Software process improvement models have been developed to support very small organizations in achieving the software quality expected by their customers. Software quality, however, allows to be studied from process and product perspectives. The aim of this work is to attain insights into the extent to which the product quality view is addressed in very small organizations. A mapping method was therefore applied in order to identify whether the product quality characteristics described in ISO/IEC 25010 are included in the ISO/IEC 29110 basic profile, a process model targeted towards very small organizations. In addition, an empirical study was conducted to discover the quality characteristics that practitioners at very small organizations consider relevant. As a result, it was found that practices in ISO/IEC 29110 are consistent as regards functional correctness quality subcharacteristic, although practitioners are also considering additional product quality characteristics.
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1. Introduction

Software process improvement models provide companies with support that helps them achieve their business goals as regards delivering quality products. Although large organizations have reported success when using these models, implementing management practices in order to support software development activities is a challenge for small and very small companies [1]. A very small entity (VSE) is defined as an “entity (enterprise, organization, department or project) having up to 25 people” [2]. The characteristics of VSEs make the implementation of traditional software process improvement models such as CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504 difficult [1].

Small software companies have different requirements when implementing process models [3]. The main factor that makes the implementation of process models difficult is the lack of resources in terms of the number of employees, budget and time [2]. These companies are extremely flexible and have a flat structure that allows innovation [4]. They usually focus on a market niche which is not considered by large companies and also build components for others companies, or offer services or maintenance of products [4]. They do not have enough staff to provide their software engineering roles with functional expertise, and their tight financial constraints prevent them from
attaining the appropriate training, carrying out process improvement and efficiently responding to risks [3-5]. With regard to software processes, the development life cycle is often highly simplified, and activities such as analysis, software construction and testing are often not formalized [3, 5].

Despite their lack of resources, very small companies represent a significant force in several economical regions and countries. Basri et al. [3] reported that companies with 1 to 10 employees represent 85% of the Information Technology sector. A survey carried out in Montreal found that 78% of software development enterprises have less than 25 employees [3]. In Mexico, most of the companies (99.8%) have between 1 to 130 employees [6].

Indeed, the global software industry dominant force relies on small and very small organizations [1]. A number of VSEs provide software components for the manufacturing sector. Defects in software components may, however, increase production costs in this industrial sector [7], and VSEs, therefore, have a pressing need to develop their products efficiently, effectively and with high quality [3].

The characteristics of small companies have inspired the development of several process models with which to support their improvement, such as Competisoft and Moprosoft [8]. In the context of VSEs, the ISO/IEC 29110 was developed to assess and improve the software lifecycle processes of VSEs. It was specifically developed to improve product and/or service quality and process performance [2] and is becoming a widely adopted standard [1].

Bearing in mind that one of the purposes of ISO/IEC 29110 is to improve product quality, we focused on this aspect in order to investigate the extent to which software product quality is addressed. Software quality is difficult to define and can be studied by considering different perspectives. This work focuses on two of them: the process view and the product view. The process view of quality is based on the idea that a mature process can increase the quality of a software product, and, as a result, software organizations implement development and management practices that enhance software product quality. Under this view, defect counts are considered surrogates with which to measure software quality. This view is the most dominant in the software process improvement area and includes using models such as CMMI, ISO/IEC 15504, and ISO/IEC 12207.

The product quality view, on the other hand, focuses on the characteristics of software that is under development to achieve customers’ and users’ needs [9]. It may employ software quality models such as ISO/IEC 25010 [10] to determine quality requirements, measure product quality and evaluate software quality. As regards to the level of quality that an organization should address in software, software organizations might address a holistic quality view where both process view and product view are taken into account [9].

Since enhancing product quality is a business strategy that a VSE can implement, the purpose of this work is to explore the extent to which practices recommended to improve process also contribute to increase specific quality product attributes. A first step is to determine which quality product characteristics are addressed in the ISO/IEC 29110 Basic Profile [11]. ISO/IEC 25010 was used to identify relevant quality characteristics by applying a mapping method between both standards. Mappings are effective in identifying requirements from different quality models and supporting the assessment of multiple models [12]. A second step is to conduct an empirical study, in
the form of an exploratory survey, to identify those quality characteristics that are relevant to practitioners. The purpose of the study was to attain insights into practitioners’ perceptions of relevant product quality characteristics that they need to address when working in a VSE. The most direct means to identify quality characteristics that VSEs address in their projects is to request quality requirements, since they can be categorized into the quality subcharacteristics of the ISO/IEC 25010. A questionnaire was, consequently, created in order to identify relevant quality characteristics.

This article is an extended version of a paper presented in the International Conference on Software Process Improvement (CIMPS 2015) [29]. In comparison with the conference paper, this extended version describes the design and results of an exploratory survey conducted to get insights as regards the specific quality characteristics addressed by software developers in VSEs. In addition, the Related Work section overviews approaches to create questionnaires that rely on the product quality model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work, and Section 3 provides a description of the mapping between ISO/IEC 29110 and ISO/IEC 25010. Section 4 describes the exploratory survey, while Section 5 presents a discussion. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

This Section is composed of two parts. The first one describes the main published works about the mapping of quality models of both quality views: process and product. The second part reviews approaches in order to identify relevant quality requirements in software projects as a means to discover relevant software quality characteristics. The reviewed methods provide the basis to develop a questionnaire to use with practitioners working in VSEs.

2.1. Product and Process Mappings

Quality approaches can be categorized based on the main artifacts targeted: product or process. It is recognized that software organizations must deal with several quality models simultaneously [12, 13]. However, several issues can arise when an organization implements them [14]. The differences among quality models concerning their structure, granularity, and vocabulary can erode the expected benefits from an improvement initiative [12]. Furthermore, most of the mappings on quality models have been carried out with process models [12, 15]. Few reports have described how to integrate both process and product quality views.

Several mappings between process and product quality standards have been reported in the literature. Ashrafi [16] suggested that a particular process model, CMM or ISO 9000, contributed to enhance a particular set of product quality characteristics. A similar approach was taken by Pardo et al. [17]. They provided a decision tree to show the influence of CMMI-Dev 1.2 and ISO 90003 on the ISO/IEC 25010 product quality
model. In addition, García-Mireles et al. [18] carried out a harmonization between ISO 25010 and process models, such as ISO/IEC 12207 and CMMI. They found that product quality characteristics are described in activities suggested for elicitation and analysis of requirements.

Finally, García-Mireles et al. [9] found that most of the mappings between process and product models have been performed for security related process models. Other mappings have focused on reliability, maintainability and usability and have been performed on process models such as ISO/IEC 12207 or CMMI. However, the report by García-Mireles et al. does not include process models specifically targeted towards VSEs and the discussion about quality models is a conceptual one. It is then necessary to attain insights into the way software organizations are addressing software product quality. A starting point is identifying the quality characteristics addressed during elicitation and analysis of requirements [18].

2.2. Identifying Relevant Quality Characteristics in Software Projects

Software quality models, such as ISO/IEC 25010, provide a set of quality characteristics that can be used to specify quality requirements, measure software quality and assess product quality [10]. A quality characteristic is a “category of software quality attributes that bear on software quality” [10]. Software quality characteristics can be refined into multiple levels of subcharacteristics and finally into software quality attributes. In daily practice, however, software developers can address quality requirements or nonfunctional requirements. Indeed, a quality requirement is a “requirement that a software quality attribute be present in software” [10]. Thus, there is a close relationship between a quality characteristic and a quality requirement. While the former makes reference to a set of attributes that an entity may have, the latter describes a particular attribute that software must have.

Researchers have studied the perceived significance of different types of quality requirements using product quality models. Models such as ISO/IEC 9126 or ISO/IEC 25010 provide a standardized set of terms and definitions that can be used to: classify quality requirements from a software specification [19], identify relevant quality requirements as regards the type of software developed and different roles in a company [20-22] and assess product quality in particular application domains [23, 24].

One way to assess product quality is to develop a questionnaire based on the quality subcharacteristics definitions [23-26]. In the case of particular domains, the questions are concerned with the relevant concepts of the domain under study [24]. The questionnaires have been rated by both users and experts in either Information Technology or application domain. So, practitioners who work in VSEs can also rate relevant quality requirements based on a questionnaire.

As occurs in large organization, VSEs should address both the functional and the quality requirements in their products, since they determine the software features and behavior [19, 27]. Quality requirements can count for a significant part of project requirements. Svensson et al. [19] found that 38% of the requirements of a requirements specification pertain to the category of quality requirements. Other authors have reported that software project may have up to 20% of quality requirements [20]. Dealing with quality requirements is not only a challenge to large companies but also for small
ones [21]. Therefore, it is expected that VSEs also consider quality requirements in the software they develop.


This Section describes the mapping method carried out, the execution of its activities and the resulting main findings. The purpose is to identify the product quality characteristics addressed in the ISO/IEC 29110 process model and the activities that support them. The information obtained might either provide a basis on which to compare process model features and VSEs’ needs as regards product quality or allow the development of a process model adaptation that will lead to the enhancement of the specific product quality characteristics that VSEs require.

3.1. Mapping Method

The method presented herein was based on the method presented in [18]. The main difference is that the method applied in this paper includes the formal identification of the elements under comparison. This change corresponds to one of the practices for preparing standardized profiles [28]. The activities included in the mapping method are:

- Analyze models. The purpose of this activity is to identify the goals of the quality models, describe their structure and requirements.
- Design mapping. The purpose of this activity is to establish a procedure for carrying out the mapping.
- Execute mapping. The purpose of this activity is to perform the mapping between quality models.
- Prepare a report. The purpose is to present a report with the results of the mapping between models.

3.2. Execution of the Mapping

The result of applying the mapping between the process standard (ISO/IEC 29110) and the product quality model described in ISO/IEC 25010 is presented in this Section, which is organized according to the activities described above.

3.2.1 Analyze Models

ISO/IEC 25010 [10] is a standard that describes the quality in use model and the product quality model. The quality in use model has five characteristics, including effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from risk, and context coverage. Its primary concern is quality when software is used in the operation stage of its life cycle. The product quality model identifies eight quality characteristics: functional suitability, performance
efficiency, compatibility, usability, reliability, security, maintainability, and portability. It addresses quality when software is in the development stage.

Fig. 1 depicts the quality characteristics belonging to the product quality model. The number inside the parenthesis shows the number of subcharacteristics included within each of the quality characteristics. For instance, the maintainability quality characteristic includes five subcharacteristics: modularity, reusability, analyzability, modifiability, and testability. In this work, the focus is on the product quality model, since the interest is in addressing product quality during software development.

The ISO/IEC 25010 provides consistent terms and definitions to address relevant quality characteristics of all software products [10]. The quality models can be used to specify, measure, and evaluate software quality. Thus, ISO/IEC 25010 can be applied in different stages of the software lifecycle, included in the requirements, development, use, and maintenance stages.

![Fig. 1. Quality characteristics from ISO/IEC 25010 [29]](image)

The ISO/IEC 29110 [2] includes a set of standards and technical reports targeted to very small organizations, with the aim of improving both software quality and process performance. The expected benefits include an improved internal management process, enhanced customer satisfaction, improved product quality, and a decrease in development costs. Taking into account the limited resources of very small enterprises, the ISO/IEC 29110 focuses on the project management process and software implementation process. These processes were derived from the ISO/IEC 12207 software lifecycle processes standard [30]. The products described inside these processes rely on the ISO/IEC 15289 information products [11].

A primary component of the ISO/IEC 29110 is the profile that a VSE can apply to implement specific practices, which they do by means of guidelines published as technical reports. A profile is a set of one or more base standards and/or standardized profiles and, where applicable, the identification of chosen classes, conforming subsets, options and parameters of those base standards, or standardized profiles necessary to accomplish a particular function” [2]. A profile group is a collection of profiles which
are related either by composition of processes (i.e. activities, tasks) or by capability level, or both” [2]. Each profile must be related to additional components such as an assessment guide and at least one implementation guide. Deployment packages can be developed as optional material to facilitate the implementation of profiles [2].

ISO/IEC 29110 includes the generic profile group that is applicable to VSEs that do not develop critical software products [28]. The profile group is decomposed into initial, basic, intermediate and advanced. Currently, the basic profile is published as a technical report [11]. In this work, the focus is on the Basic Profile ISO/IEC 29110 to determine the best approach for addressing product quality. In order to meet a conformance profile, a VSE must demonstrate that 1) the work product developed is in conformance with content described in the mandatory information products and that 2) the current practices applied in a software project produce the mandatory products described in the profile processes. Process, activities, objectives, work products, and outputs are mandatory. Tasks and inputs are optional.

The basic profile consists of two processes, the project management process and the software implementation process [11]. The purpose of the former process is to establish, and perform systematically, software development activities with the expected quality and within time and cost restrictions. The purpose of the latter process is to systematically carry out the activities of analysis, design, construction, integration and testing of a software product that meets the specified requirements [11]. Both processes are described in terms of purpose, objectives, input products, output products, internal products, roles involved, information diagram flow, activities, and tasks.

### 3.2.2 Design the Mapping

The mapping purpose is to identify those activities in a process model that address product quality characteristics. Hence, ISO/IEC 25010 was used as a source for product quality vocabulary, terms and definitions [10]. From the ISO/IEC 29110 [11], each process, goal, purpose, process, activity, task and work product was compared with the product quality characteristics. The method used tables to identify each element from the ISO/IEC 29110 standard. Each row contains the description of a process element. If a process element mentioned a product quality characteristic then the row was linked to the appropriate clause from ISO/IEC 25010.

### 3.2.3 Execute the Mapping

The mapping was executed after the design mapping activity. In order to preserve the relationship between both standards, an Excel worksheet was used for each process element. For instance, the mapping between process objectives from the Software Implementation Process and product quality characteristics is presented in Table 1. The template contains columns that allow the identification of each element, as they are described in the standards, and includes a column to verify if the element description addresses any product quality characteristic. In this case, only the objective SI.O2 mentions two quality sub-characteristics: correctness and testability. The former belongs
to the functional suitability characteristic while the latter belongs to the maintainability quality characteristic. Process objectives from the Project Management Process do not address product quality characteristics; hence, this process is no longer used in this mapping.

The comparison of activities described in ISO/IEC 29110 used the same structure of Table 1. We found that activity SI.2 Software requirements analysis (from ISO/IEC 29110) is related to objective SI.O2 (from ISO/IEC 29110) and this activity also mentions correctness and testability as quality sub-characteristics.

Table 1. Mapping objectives from the Software Implementation Process (from ISO/IEC 29110) with product quality characteristics (from ISO/IEC 25010) [29]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Implementation Objective</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Product Quality?</th>
<th>Product quality characteristic</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI.O1</td>
<td>Tasks are performed as regards the project plan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI.O2</td>
<td>Software requirements are defined and analyzed for <strong>correctness and testability</strong>, ...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.2.1.2 functional correctness</td>
<td>4.2.7.5 testability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI.O3</td>
<td>Software architectural and detailed design is developed and baselined</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI.O4</td>
<td>Software components defined by the design are produced</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI.O5</td>
<td>Software components are integrated and verified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI.O6</td>
<td>Software configuration is integrated and stores at project repository</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI.O7</td>
<td>Verification and validation tasks are performed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO/IEC 25010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When tasks were compared, it was found that two of the seven tasks related to SI.2 software requirements analysis activity (from ISO/IEC 29110) mention quality characteristics (from ISO/IEC 25010). The task SI.2.3 suggests verifying the correctness and testability of the requirements specification. This task is consistent with the objective SI.O2. The task SI.2.4 suggests “to validate that requirements specification satisfies needs and agreed upon expectations, including the user interface usability” [11]. However, usability is not explicitly mentioned in process objectives and activities.

In relation to work products, it was found that requirements specification addresses most of the quality characteristics described into ISO/IEC 25010, except security and compatibility. Software design document suggests addressing performance efficiency, security, usability and reliability. However, there is an inconsistency, since security is not mentioned as content in the requirements document but it is included in the design. The software user documentation and maintenance documentation ask for content understandability. This quality subcharacteristic corresponds to usability.
3.2.4 Prepare a Report

The analysis of mapping between process reference and product quality model showed that ISO/IEC 29110 is aware of the need to improve product quality. From the process perspective, only Objective 2 (SLO2) of the Software Implementation Process addresses two quality sub-characteristics, named as correctness and testability. These sub-characteristics must be defined and analyzed during the software requirements analysis activity (SL.2), since objectives and activities are mandatory parts of the process, as described in ISO/IEC 29110. The task SL.2.3 suggests verifying and obtaining approval of requirements using a verification approach. In addition, task SL.2.4 recommends validating the usability of the user interface. Although usability is not explicitly addressed in the process objectives, it is important to recognize its relevance for products developed by VSEs.

When focusing on the work products included in the Software Implementation Process, several work products were found that address product quality characteristics: requirements specification, software design, the product operation guide, software user documentation, and the maintenance documentation. Nevertheless, quality characteristics addressed in the requirements specification are very difficult to trace in other work products of the software implementation process. In addition, there is a lack of definition of terms related to quality characteristics.

The requirements specification addresses several quality characteristics and sub-characteristics as they are described in the ISO/IEC 25010 (Fig. 2). These quality characteristics are addressed as quality requirements. It is important to note that the security and compatibility quality characteristics are not addressed in the description of requirements specification document [11]. This inconsistency could provide a basis to harmonize the ISO/IEC 15289 with ISO/IEC 25010.

Fig. 2. Extent to which quality sub-characteristics in ISO/IEC 25010 are addressed in the requirements specification document [29]
4. Empirical Study

The purpose of the exploratory survey is to attain insights of the relevant quality characteristics that practitioners of VSEs address in their own software projects. The goal is to contrast the conceptual outcomes of the mapping study, which show that functional correctness and testability must be analyzed in requirements documents, with current industrial practice.

The goal of the study is to identify the relevant product quality characteristics that VSE practitioners consider when developing software. A relevant quality characteristic is mapped onto a customer/user quality need that becomes a quality requirement that development team must fulfill during software development. Customers will, therefore, accept the product when software quality requirements have been implemented.

The study states two research questions: Q1. What product quality characteristics are relevant to VSE practitioners? And Q2. What practices do they carry out to meet these expected quality characteristics?

A survey was conducted since it allows to collect information from people in order to describe, compare or explain their knowledge, attitudes and behavior [31]. It is a retrospective study whose data can be quantitatively or qualitatively gathered by means of interviews or questionnaires [31]. An exploratory empirical study aims to identify new insights with regard to a phenomenon and to generate new hypothesis to be studied [32]. This exploratory survey is a cross sectional where participants are asked for information once [33]. The construction of survey instruments, which are denominated as questionnaires, requires the following steps [34]: search for relevant literature, construct an instrument, evaluate the instrument and document the instrument.

4.1. Developing a Survey Questionnaire

The work reviewed in Section 2 was used as a basis to develop a questionnaire with which to support the exploratory survey. The instrument has three sections. The first part addresses the background information while the second part contains the questions regarding product quality subcharacteristics. Finally, the third part is focused on the instrument evaluation.

The first part requests factors that affect the relevance of quality characteristics. These factors were obtained from [19-22, 35, 36]. In particular, factors considered were the participant’s academic degree, the role played in software projects, the type of software developed, and the industrial sector in which the software product is bound to. In addition, the development method, programming languages and specific practices used to achieve the quality requirements were included in the questionnaire. There was also a specific question that asked whether the participant had worked in a VSE in order to determine whether the response would be valid for this study.

The second part of the questionnaire presents questions concerning quality characteristics. The quality characteristics and subcharacteristics were taken from the ISO/IEC 25010 product quality model. Quality subcharacteristics can be used to classify requirements and assess product quality. As Franch et al. [35] pointed out, the standard quality characteristics and quality subcharacteristics of ISO/IEC 9126 are quite
reasonable and should be used unless a good reason for not doing so comes out during domain analysis”. ISO/IEC 25010, as descendant of ISO/IEC 9126, can therefore be used in a similar way in order to discover relevant quality characteristics.

The product quality model is composed of eight quality characteristics which have a total of 31 subcharacteristics. For each quality subcharacteristic a yes/no question was formulated considering the way other instruments worded quality-related questions [23-25]. Appendix A includes the questions used to identify relevant quality subcharacteristics.

The third part of the questionnaire includes four questions aimed to the utility of it in eliciting information about product quality characteristics and to improve it. It includes questions about the suitability of the questionnaire to identify relevant quality characteristics addressed in software projects (Q1), the extent to which the questions are easy to understand (Q2), the extent to which the questions can be easily related to software project quality requirement (Q3), and the importance of improving product quality in software projects (Q4). These four questions are answered in a five-option Likert scale: strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. These labels correspond to number 1 to 5, in the same order. There is also an open question that asks for suggestions on how to improve the questionnaire.

4.2. Evaluating the Questionnaire in Interviews

Three semi-structured interviews were carried out with doctorate students who have worked as lecturers on Computer Science Bachelors’ degree programs at Mexican universities. Two of the interviewees had research topics related to software quality and all of them had worked at a VSE before.

It took roughly half an hour to conduct the interviews. As a result of using the questionnaire, interviewees identified relevant quality characteristics that they had to address when they worked in a VSE. With regard to the assessment of the questionnaire, all interviewees agreed that the instrument was suitable for identifying relevant quality characteristics for VSEs, the questions were easy to understand and the instrument was relevant as regards improving product quality in the context of VSEs. They also suggested that the questionnaire could be improved by: conducting face-to-face interviews in order to clarify doubts concerning questions, translating the questionnaire into Spanish, adapting the model to contextual settings and providing contextual data for each question.

Two of these suggestions were followed, so the questionnaire was translated into Spanish, since the population in the survey consisted of Mexican software developers, and the background information was enriched with contextual data and examples to make the questions clear. However, the model was not adapted to contextual settings since we were targeting any VSE established in Mexico which may, therefore, develop software for very different domains.
4.3. Collecting Data

Existing academic-industry relationships were used as a basis to select a set of participants in an opportunistic manner. The main requirement for participation was that they had to be composed of up to 25 people and not to develop critical software. Collecting data procedure was carried out in two stages.

In the first stage, the exploratory survey was supervised, i.e., the researcher ensures that respondents understand each question and provide an answer [33]. Seven interviewees, who worked in two different companies were surveyed in July 2016. The analysis of the responses provided in the questionnaire’s third Section showed that interviewees agreed on the utility of the questionnaire to identify relevant quality characteristics in software projects and the questions were easy to understand. In addition, these seven participants reported that questions could be easily related to quality requirements.

As a result of the first stage, the data collection in the second stage was conducted in an unsupervised way. The survey was sent via email to former Computer Science major students from Mexican universities that were invited to participate. 46 of them completed the survey, adding up a total of 53 responses.

4.4. Response Profile (Organization, Project, Participant)

In this study, 53 surveys were received. Three surveys were dropped since they did not meet the quality criteria. One of them was filled in by a software architect who is part of a team of 80 people. The second paper was discarded because the participant did not develop software. Finally, the third survey was discarded because the file was corrupted. Thus, 50 valid surveys were obtained.

The data was categorized as regards the organization reported by participants. Those that provided the company name were labeled with a letter to not disclose sensitive information. The name of the company was not a required answer in the questionnaire so, 13 respondents did not provide this information (see Fig. 3 top row, N/A – Not available). In addition, two participants reported that they worked as freelance workers. 13 distinct organizations were sampled by only one participant and five organizations were sampled from two to seven participants.

The participants provided information about the entity size where they worked. Based on the definition of VSE, the questionnaire included a yes/no question about if s/he worked in a VSE. The questionnaire also included the entity categories: enterprise, department or project. On the one hand, 14 responses were labeled as No-VSE since they had more than 25 employees (see Table 2). At project level, however, the project teams were composed from 1 to 15 people, team size consistent with the definition of a VSE [2]. On the other hand, 36 responses were labeled as VSE. In this category, both the entity and project team sizes were consistent with the definition of a VSE.

The participants provided quality certification information about their companies. Half of responses pointed out that the company has no certification. 27% responses reported one certification while roughly 15% (7 out of 50) reported that company had
three different certifications. The most common mentioned models or standards were ISO 9000, CMMI, and MoProSoft.

![Participants per Organization chart]

**Fig. 3.** Frequency of participants per organization

**Table 2.** Entity size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of responses</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Frequency scope</th>
<th>Entity size</th>
<th>Project team's size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No VSE</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30 up to 5000</td>
<td>1 up to 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 up to 60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSE</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 up to 25</td>
<td>2 up to 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 up to 20</td>
<td>1 up to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 up to 9</td>
<td>1 up to 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not labeled</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 up to 15</td>
<td>1 up to 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the participants in this survey (66%) had an engineer or bachelor's degree in Computer Science. Four participants have a PhD degree in Computer Science and only one had it in Nanotechnology while eight participants had a Master in Science in
Computer Science and two more had it in Mathematics. Finally, two participants had completed only two years of their computer science bachelor degree.

Fig. 4. Participants’ role

Fig. 5. Project duration in months

Participants had different responsibilities, as shown in Fig. 4. In this question, participants only had to choose (or write) one option. They reported 13 distinct roles. One participant did not provide data in this question. More than half of the participants
worked as programmers (27 out of 50 participants) and only seven participants had responsibilities as project managers. Other new roles appeared such as DevOps engineer and Data scientist, which would require special practices to address software product quality. As regards the experience working in the role reported, the range is between 5 to 192 months with an average of 46 months, almost four years.

The type of software participants developed was as follows: 50% corresponds to web applications while 6% of the participants write they developed mobile applications. 26% of the responses were focused on desktop applications while 6% of the respondents worked with embedded systems. In addition, 8% worked with applications that needed to be available in several channels, such as web, mobile or desktop. The main industrial sectors where software projects were developed correspond to commercial services (28%), education (24%) and health (14%).

Project addressed by participants lasted from 1 to 36 months. Fig. 5 depicts that half of the respondents worked in projects that spanned between 1 and 3 months. Around 20% of the participants worked in projects that span from 7 to 12 months. 14% of the participants worked in projects which spans for two years while 2% of participant worked in three-year projects. The median of project duration was 4 months.

4.5. Relevant Quality Characteristics for Surveyed Participants

Almost all participants answered the second part of the questionnaire on relevant quality characteristics. From 50 valid responses, seven questionnaires had an unanswered one question while an additional questionnaire had two questions without answers. This represents only 0.58% of incomplete data. Fig. 6 shows no responses in learnability, operability, user error protection, maturity, fault-tolerance, non-repudiation, accountability, authenticity and modifiability.

Table 3. Most common quality subcharacteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality characteristic</th>
<th>Quality Subcharacteristic</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional Suitability</td>
<td>Functional Completeness</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional Correctness</td>
<td>92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional Appropriateness</td>
<td>98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Efficiency</td>
<td>Time Behavior</td>
<td>88.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource Utilization</td>
<td>88.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>96.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As regards the frequency of quality characteristics addressed in software projects, Fig. 6 depicts answers based on quality subcharacteristics. The figure shows the frequency of yes, no, and no data (response) categories for each quality subcharacteristic. The most common subcharacteristic considered by participants was functional appropriateness (49 out of 50 responses) which belongs to functional suitability quality characteristic.
The less common subcharacteristic addressed in software projects was accessibility (9 out of 50 responses), according to participants’ perceptions. From the 31 quality subcharacteristics, one participant only considered 5 (out of 31) of them relevant to her/his software project. On the other hand, another participant considered 29 (out of 31) relevant quality subcharacteristics.

Fig. 6. Quality subcharacteristics addressed in projects performed by surveyed participants
In order to identify the most relevant quality characteristics, an 86% upper limit was used arbitrarily to select the most relevant quality characteristics. This value is consistent when practices are assessed as regards process capabilities where more than 85% represents a fully established practice. This approach has been used to identify the level of harmonization between process models [37]. Table 3 shows that functional suitability, performance efficiency, and reliability are quality characteristics relevant for surveyed participants. The results showed that all quality subcharacteristics belonging to functional suitability were important in the software projects addressed by participants. Performance efficiency has only two (out of three) relevant subcharacteristics while reliability only has one (out of four). Operability (subcharacteristic of usability) and testability (subcharacteristic of maintainability) achieved 84% of relevance in software projects.

The less common quality subcharacteristics were accessibility that was relevant only to 18% of the participants and replaceability that was important to 38% of the participants. Since these participants were not working with critical systems and projects time span were short, there was a reasonable lack of attention to reliability, maintainability, and portability.

4.6. Practices Used To Address Product Quality

In order to identify used practices to improve software product quality, the questionnaire had questions about software development methods and practices. In the former (Fig. 7), results depicted a variety of approaches to develop or maintain software. Agile methods, including the adapted ones, represent 42% of the survey's responses. Incremental methods without reference to agility (Unified Process, Incremental, Spiral) counts nearly 18% of responses. Around 18% used a method adapted to specific project or organizational needs. The cascade method was used by 14% of participants. In addition, 10% of the responses pointed out that in some projects the main software development approach is deploying software construction activities.

Participants reported several practices deployed in software projects. The analysis of responses focused on those activities directly related with software product quality, mainly those described in Bourque and Fairley [38] related to the following areas: software requirements, software quality, and software testing. 98% of the participants reported that they deployed between one up to four practices in their projects. From this responses set, 34% deploys three practices.

The three most common practices were related to requirements, testing, and customer validation (see Fig. 8). Requirements related practices (24% of the respondents) is a category that includes both formal and informal gathering of requirements and any method used to analyze them. If participants mentioned in their responses terms like 'nonfunctional requirement' or 'quality requirements' or any quality attribute, these were categorized as quality requirements focused (6%). As regards testing practices, 21% of the participants pointed out that they carried out testing activities based on software requirements. Some participants highlighted that the testing approach sometimes is an informal one. The category labeled quality specific testing (Fig. 8) depicts 9% of the participants executed testing procedures for specific product quality characteristics such as performance, stress, security, and usability. The third most
important approach to address product quality is based on client validation. Customer feedback was used by 12% of the participants to validate they met the requirements, including the quality ones. Other practices mentioned were informal reviews, code reviews, and design reviews.

**Fig. 7.** Development methods reported by participants

**Fig. 8.** Practices deployed in software projects to enhance product quality
4.7. Questionnaire Perceptions

Part three of the questionnaire is focused on the participants’ perception about its quality. Fig. 9 illustrates the results ordered by the selected responses from the five-point Likert scale. Q1 asked for the relevance of the questionnaire to identify quality characteristics in software projects. As a result, the median was four, corresponding to ‘agree’. Q2 addressed the ease to understand the questions and the results showed a median of 4 (‘agree’). Q3 asked for the extent to which quality characteristics’ related questions were easy to relate with software quality requirements. Again, the median was 4 (agree) for Q3. In Q4, median was 5, which means that participant are strongly agree that enhancing product quality is important in their software projects. On the other hand, strongly disagree (1) and disagree (2) categories were selected by very few participants. Neutral (3) category was chosen by almost 20% of the participants from questions one to three. Most of the responses were in the agree (4) and strongly agree (5) categories. Thus, these values may suggest that the questionnaire was appropriate to study quality characteristics in the context of VSEs.

Fig. 9. Perception on questionnaire quality

The last question in the questionnaire asked for suggestions to improve the instrument. As a summary of 13 comments, participants mentioned that the survey should be online, the questions should be more specific as regards the type of software projects, and the number of questions should be reduced. Others suggested to include new trends in software development and strategies used to improve product quality. For some participants, the open question about practices used to enhance product quality was difficult to answer. Although the questionnaire’s responses showed its appropriateness for this study, there are also improvement opportunities.
4.8. Threats to Validity

The exploratory survey provided information on the relevant quality characteristics practitioners consider when they develop software in VSEs. Although the guidelines required to conduct surveys were followed [33], there are several limitations in this type of empirical research. In relation to external validity, this study was exploratory and the participants were selected by a contact list from two Mexican universities. The list of relevant quality characteristics cannot, therefore, be generalized to other organizations. However, the results provide an initial point to formulate appropriate hypothesis in the context of product quality and VSEs. In addition, the results provide initial insights about the most relevant quality characteristics for participants. For instance, Table 3 shows the most common quality subcharacteristics addressed by participants.

Several contextual factors need to be considered in order to determine the most important quality characteristics [20, 22, 36]. The first part of the questionnaire provided data about the entity size and asked for any quality certification, the academic degree of participants, the role played by participants in their last projects and their experience in that role. Most of the participants carried out software construction activities and few worked in other software engineering disciplines. Thus, selecting a random sample is needed to validate the distribution of roles in the population. In addition, the identification of functionality and performance efficiency as the most relevant quality characteristics is consistent with other studies [19, 39]. Furthermore, other researchers have found that functional suitability, performance and reliability are the most important quality attributes while portability and installability are the least relevant [40].

In this study, reliability was improved by using a standard product quality model as a basis to identify relevant quality characteristics. Both the terms and the definitions in ISO/IEC 25010 are accepted by the software engineering community. However, some researchers have recommended adapting the quality model to the application domain under study [19, 21]. In this work, it was not possible to adapt the quality model since VSEs can develop software in any application domain. In order to verify clear understanding of the questions, an evaluation was, therefore, conducted with experts in the development of software and product quality. They assessed and validated the instrument. In addition, the items in the background information section were derived from current literature concerning factors that affect software quality [20, 36].

Construct validity was, meanwhile, improved by adding contextual information to the questions and rewriting some of them in accordance with the findings of the survey evaluation. During the interviews, some questions were clarified in order to facilitate the participants’ responses. However, this study was focused on the practitioners’ perceptions of the relevant product quality characteristics. It is thereby necessary to investigate objective evidence concerning the type of quality requirements that practitioners address. For instance, documents created in software projects can be analyzed as regards the quality requirements included [19].
5. Discussion

The implementation of process models focused on small companies’ profiles can improve software quality. This goal can be achieved by implementing the set of practices suggested in the ISO/IEC 29110. In addition, this standard shows that small companies also need to be aware of product quality characteristics. It is necessary to define and verify the correctness of the software specification and testability characteristics. However, the standard does not provide a definition of each product quality characteristic. Hence, ISO/IEC 25010 can be used to establish a baseline vocabulary for managing software product quality.

From the two processes described in ISO/IEC 29110, only the software implementation process refers explicitly to product quality characteristics. However, the mandatory process elements only address quality requirements during the validation activities of the requirements document. When the requirements document is analyzed, other quality characteristics are mentioned as optional. In addition, the design document, the maintenance document, and the user documentation address several optional quality characteristics.

In relation to the empirical study, the results show that practitioners at VSEs are interested in product quality. The main quality characteristics are functional suitability, performance efficiency, and reliability. This is consistent with reports in other studies that indicate the same quality characteristics as being the most relevant [19, 39]. However, several factors affect software quality [36] and they must be considered before an improvement process program is deployed.

Practitioners use general software engineering practices to address the relevant quality characteristics. Indeed, this simplified means of developing software is consistent with the characteristics of small organizations [3, 5]. Most of the participants deployed agile or incremental methods in their projects. Main practices are related to gathering and documenting requirements, testing software to validate requirements and customer feedback. Few participants reported specific practices focused on particular quality characteristic. As Phillips et al. [21] noted: “quality and functionality are tightly linked and therefore that majority of the organizations did not have a separate process for the management of [quality requirements].”

A process improvement initiative based on the ISO/IEC 29110 Basic Profile is a first step towards addressing product quality, and particularly towards enhancing the functional correctness and testability of software requirements. Indeed, the practitioners also consider these quality subcharacteristics relevant (testability was important for 84% of the participants). As the empirical study shows, VSE practitioners are aware of several more product quality characteristics and they are committed to develop a high quality software product. However, they need practices to ensure that the quality characteristics are properly addressed during the software development life cycle. This insight may, accordingly, foster further research into the way product quality should be managed in VSEs and the development of new profiles that contribute to enhance product quality.
6. **Conclusions**

Very small organizations are interested in enhancing product quality. They can implement improvement programs on the basis of both quality views: process and product. In this work, product and process models were compared to identify the extent to which both quality views are taken into account. In order to attain insights into the relevance of product quality for VSEs, an exploratory survey was conducted, which showed that VSEs also need support to enhance product quality.

The comparison between models was carried out by means of a mapping. The results of the mapping show that ISO/IEC 29110 considers the activity employed to analyze correctness and testability of software requirements documents to be mandatory. As recommended in the ISO/IEC 29110, usability is considered in the context of analyzing user interfaces. However, the documents suggest several of the quality characteristics in ISO/IEC 25010, but they do not include security or compatibility.

The empirical study shows that VSEs need support to address product quality. Practitioners are committed to product quality and they consider several quality characteristics (mainly functional suitability, performance efficiency, and reliability) to be relevant. However, they need practices with which to elicit, specify, analyze, and validate quality requirements that will take into account their limited resources.

Given the practitioners’ interest in product quality and the results of the mapping, there is a need for further research to provide VSEs with process models that support both the introduction of effective practices to improve the process and the provision of specific practices to enhance specific product quality characteristics. Developing those guidelines may allow VSEs to refine their product quality strategy. Furthermore, these models and guidelines should be validated with empirical studies.
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Appendix A. Questionnaire used to identify relevant quality characteristics

In this part we wish to discover what quality aspects are relevant for the software under development.

In software projects is relevant for your users and customers that:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The set of functions implemented in software covers all specified tasks and user objectives</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The software provides the expected results with the appropriate precision</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The set of functions implemented in software facilitates the accomplishment of specified user tasks and goals</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When software is in operation, it meets requirements of response time, processing time and throughput rates</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>When software is in operation, it meets requirements regarding the use of system resources</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>When software is in operation, it meets requirements for maximum limits</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>When software is in operation, it efficiently shares common resources and environments with other systems</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Software must exchange information and use it</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Users can recognize whether a piece of software is appropriate for their needs</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Users can easily achieve specified goals of learning to use the product</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Software is easy to operate</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Software protects user against making errors</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>User interface enables a satisfying user interaction</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Software provides functions to be used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities (e.g., children, older adults, people suffering from blindness)</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Software executes successfully under normal operation</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Software is accessible when it is needed</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>When faults arise, software operates as intended</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>When faults arise, software can recover data and establish the desired system state</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Software must ensure that data are accessible only to those authorized to have access</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Software prevents unauthorized access to programs and data and also prevents their modification</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Software must prove that actions or events take place</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Software must ensure actions of an entity are only traced to that entity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Software must ensure the identity of a subject or resource is that which it claims to be</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Software component has minimal impact on other components when it changes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Software artifacts, such as components, plans, designs and test cases, can be used in more than one system</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Assessing the impact of change or identifying the components to be modified is easy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Software needs to be modified without introducing defects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Test criteria must be established when software is under development/maintenance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Software must be easily adapted to different hardware or software or usage environment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Software must be easily installed/uninstalled in a specified environment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Software must be replaced with another specified piece of software for the same purpose in the same environment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>